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Genesis



Jade Lee Timberline High School VALLEY VISIONS 2



A Year Is a Peculiar Thing Abby Orlovich, Capital High School



A year is a peculiar thing. One starts out cold, with a brand new fuzzy jacket warming their shoulders as they sit by the fire. Many make goals: to lose weight, to be kind, or to get straight A’s. Then the goals are forgotten, lovers have a day, And just like that, winter has gone away. Green stalks of grass peek their heads above the slowly melting snow, And say ‘Hello again!” to the warming earth. Skis are tucked away for now, and heavy coats soon are abandoned in the closet. With the peck of a beak and the crack of an egg, new life enters the world. After school, children laugh and play. And just like that, spring has gone away. A countdown from children in schools all over, until they are once again free. A camp romance, a hiking trip, and sleeping in all day. Tan skin, short shorts, long days, and swimming pools. Family vacations, awkward reunions, and traveling the world. Then the wind begins to carry a chill, and on your bed, An outfit for the first day of school you lay. And just like that, summer has gone away. A new wardrobe, pristine pencils, and chatting with new friends. A new schedule to memorize, then the school excitement ends. The days become routine, but the workload never dies, is this a year that can be survived? The once green leaves change to brilliant shades, And just like that, fall has gone away. Next comes the Christmas season, the most joyous of them all. But sadly, many forget the reason, of why “Merry Christmas!” they call. Then December flips to a new calendar page, And just like that, another year has gone away. It is plain to see, there is only one of each day to live. So make the most of it, because 365 days are not enough to waste. With summer, winter, fall, and spring, always remember: A year is a peculiar thing.



Free Fall



Sarah Husney Boise High School VALLEY VISIONS 3



An Unlawful Verdict



Dylan Porter, Borah High School “Your Honor, I would like to call the defendant, Mr. Moore, to the stand.” The attorney for the prosecutor pointed at the grim man sitting behind the opposite table. Mr. Henry Moore stood up from his spot behind the defendant’s table. His awkward posture made his long legs bend and his shoulders curve. His black hair was peppered grey with stress. The wrinkles in his face focused around his deep, endless, hazel eyes. Moore walked slowly to the stand. The sound of his only good shoes scuffing the floor interrupted the silence of the court room. He sat down in the chair that would decide his fate and a single bead of sweat trickled down his pale forehead. “Mr. Moore, where were you on the night of Abigale Rhine’s was murder?” The attorney’s voice slithered around the room. Moore fidgeted with his fingers under the stand. His voice cracked with anxiety, “What- hmh,” his voice was dry, “What night was she murdered?” He repeated the question which seemed foolish for the situation he was in, but he could never seem to remember what happened that night. “It was a Friday night, December 19.” The attorney watched Moore as he talked, and never took his eyes off him. “I was at my flower shop on the north end. That night was a special one because it was the first night my winter snapdragons bloomed,” the confidence gained in his voice when he talked about the things he loved. “I see,” the attorney said and paused for a moment and shuffled papers, “This document is from your therapist. It seems that you were diagnosed with schizophrenia last year. Could this mean that you don’t know what you are doing at sometimes?” “Well, yes but-” “No more questions,” the attorney smirked as if he had already won the case. Moore looked down at his hands and finished his sentence in his head, “but I’m getting better.” Hours went by and Moore stayed in his head. He swore that he, himself, was not a murderer. Witness after witness went on the stand. A loud booming voice unchained Moore from his thoughts, the judge spoke, “Has the jury reached a verdict?” A small crowd sitting to the far right of Moore held blank expressions. The scrawny man in the corner stands, “Yes your honor. We find the defendant not guilty.” Gasps and quiet murmurs filled the room. Moore didn’t react, his face was vacant, but in his head he knew that his false alibi had prevailed.



The Bird Clock



Spencer Ashworth, Timberline High School



Freak Alley



Hailey Farrow Timberline High School



VALLEY VISIONS 4



The clock in the dining room didn’t mean much to me It just ticked and it tocked, as boring as could be The small hand then fell on the 1 o’clock bird A robin’s small chirp is all that was heard Sixty minutes passed and was now 2 o’clock The mockingbird chimed with its unquestioned mock 3 o’clock rolled around and to my dismay Came the obnoxious tone of the prideful blue jay Then came the wren whose sound I dearly love Followed by the mouse, the finch, and the morning dove The chickadee burst forth with a small, shrill voice The cardinal sang next, as if he had a choice Then came the piercing tune of the dark-eyed sparrow Which sliced the air like a thin, sharp arrow The eleven nuthatch came next in line With a meek, modest noise that chilled my spine The big and little hand overlapped sign’ling noon The oriole spoke and I felt myself swoon The clock in the dining room didn’t mean much to me Yet I’ve been staring at it for twelve hours, oh gee



Flower Child



Haleigh Gregory Borah High School



Entrance to the Port of Trouville Evan Fishburn, Timberline High School



It was a wharf much admired throughout the town of Trouville: With women waning out to port, would their transient shadows still burn beneath the ash-colored sky, if not for their strolling parasols (and buoyant children) to occupy their tired minds? Of the coarsely stretched coast, its sands invite a grueling crowd: The ravenous couple, the drunken sailor, the oversea tourist, and the solemnent gypsy – whose song is of the vagabond – which, with wispy lips and unkempt hair, mirror the mid-morning fog of the unforgiving sea. Two men, one settled upon a wooden crate, take to the little inlet – its stream a dull harbor to the lonely limpet, winkle, or sea wrasse – and cast out their scanty poles into the shallow abyss, only to hope for some myriad of truth. How, suddenly, a fleet of sailboats (swathed in gold, auburn, white, and brown) return to shore: their canvas sails waver in the scrutiny of a seafaring crowd, one that would find accomplice in Bazille, Renoir, or Sisley. Yet, as they advance the provincial pier, a return of disgrace, it reminds them of that secret grief that brought them back.
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The Frog King



Cynthia Chanady Timberline High School



His Smile



Ellie Scott, Timberline High School He can’t read or write or add numbers, But he never stops smiling, He doesn’t look like the other kids at school, But he couldn’t care less, If he finds words they’re soft and unheard, But he never stops smiling, He’s unathletic and can’t play sports, But that doesn’t stop him from trying, He will never be able to live on his own, But he never stops smiling, He can’t remember anyone’s name, But he loves everyone he meets, He’s disabled, there’s no cure, But he never stops smiling.



Name That Flower Aspen Stombaugh Timberline High School VALLEY VISIONS 6



Nature v.s. Nurture



Christie Pantiledes Boise High School



What We Couldn’t Do More Hanif Djunaedy, Boise High School



A thin light broke through the mass of dark, gray clouds that soddened the field a few hours after the crews moved off for the day. A breeze blew from the northeast that rustled the willows just enough to produce a sound that resembled the moan of a dying man. Green leaves floated gently towards the ground as if it were autumn that left some of the trees naked to the uncommonly cold weather. The chirping of the birds died down as each of them traveled to their nests to tend to their families while the owls prepare to hunt their quarry. In the meantime, the field remained quiet only to be broken by the occasional moaning of the trees but silence always seemed to prevail. A tapping sound broke the silence that seems to echo all through the forest and became louder as the source neared the field. Young William hobbled along the muddy path, closing the distance between him and his destination. He was in no hurry but instead took the time to notice the little details that the average man would otherwise ignore. He watched the clouds follow him as he staggered along but the winds told it differently. He watched the trees and studied them as if they were a black hole that contained within it wisdom that the oldest of philosophers would take more than a lifetime to sort through. Though he is only nineteen, his face bore the characteristics of a thirty year-old man. The expression he carries is a mixture of wonderment, intent, and despair. His hands gripped his long, crooked stick that he used as support for his paralyzed left leg. His right leg wobbled at each step, tired after carrying him for most of the journey. His white shirt was drenched; water from the rain added to his weight but he forced his mind to keep going until at last, he reached the field. He didn’t stop or slow down when he reached the end of the path and entered the holy shrine. His boots squeaked and sank deep into the grassy soil but this did not stop him from pressing on. He passed row after row of erected gray stones that has been assembled throughout the field like a mythical monolith. He didn’t pay any attention to the gray stones. The engravings on them failed to gain his attention either. Young William certainly did not recognize the names. To him they were just bumps on a gray stone. He didn’t realize that for every stone he passed, he passed what was once a human. All around him was loss. So many have lost. So many dreams and visions crumble with the owner who cherished them. There was only one stone that Young William cared about in the sea of anguish. He slowed his pace as he caught sight of it. His heart began to feel heavy, and his eyes began to water. His leg began to flounder but he pushed himself for the last few feet until he was standing before the grave. He stood there a moment to collect his thoughts before proceeding to read the name engraved on the head stone. “John Elright”. He read the names several times more. Each time his heart beating faster and his legs shuddered uncontrollably. His heart felt so heavy that he thought it would fall to his buttocks and surely exit his body. With a trembling left hand, he pulled his cap off but dropped it. He too fell with it. On one knee, he covered his face with his two palms and wept like a child. Memories began to film through his mind. He remembered the time when he and John would go fox hunting in the woods at the back of his home. He remembered when on long summer days they would rest under the shade of the oak tree and just lie there for hours on end. But cruel death would not have it and John’s life was plucked away as easily as when a gardener picks apples from a tree. It was neither the memories nor the death that caused Young William to collapse into an uncontrollable sob. It was the regrets. How he longed for the days where the world made sense and any semblance of truth can be pieced together. He longed for the ability to do all those things again with him. He wanted to be able to say thank you for all the times John manifested kindness towards him. Sometimes he thinks that this is all a dream. A big nightmare that he must wake up from. But no matter how many times he tried, he is unable to wake himself and every time he has to acknowledge that John is dead. The thin light overhead gave way to a wider yet orange sky. The owls began their routine song of terror and the wind has stopped rustling the trees. Placing his hat on his head, he rose steadily back to a standing position. He slowly walked towards the headstone. He carefully reached out his right hand and touched the name with his fingers. He sighed deeply and wiped the tears from his face with his left hand. Before departing the cemetery, Young William slowly said the lines “Happy Birthday”.
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Beautiful Crinkles



Brooke Hardesty, Timberline High School A smile is what effortlessly taps the small sparkle in the pupil of a person’s eye. It is the limitless bond of a mother; never to be untangled. Its contagious force is stretched to even those unknown to you. It gives you the slight crinkles on the side of your eye; each on resembling years of bliss. So smile. A smile is what brings the pure color of white into our overwhelmingly colorful world. Thus pour this limitless power onto the canvas of someone’s life And grasp their sorrow for just a moment in time And plant another beautiful crinkle adjacent to their eye And smile. Everyone should contain a smile from someone in the depths of their memories. The boundaries that hold you from this action is only the reputation society stamps on you. Give a smile as if it possesses a soft change in an individual’s future, Because it does. So smile.



The Story Trees



Emma Lundquist, Boise High School Long before anyone could remember, there was a small city in the far north of Canada called “Story Town”. It was small, only a few hundred citizens and barely any tall buildings. But the people were content with their lives. In fact, they had the best community that could be asked for. This was because of the Story Trees. Every spring, when the other plants and flowers bloomed in a riot of color, the story trees opened their buds that were fat with words and let scraps of paper fall from their branches like snow in May. The people didn’t care for the vivid tulips, the bleach white daisies, or the towering sunflowers; they only wanted the words that were as sweet as the heavy fruit that fell in the orchards. The trees released every kind of literature imaginable, from poems to short stories to tiny little descriptions of anything worth describing. When the first bud opened, the children who had been watching ever since the snow melted would eagerly spread the news and create more spring fever than thought possible. And when the paper petals fell, printed with black ink, anyone who passed by would scoop up a handful and read each one carefully, saving their favorites in trouser pockets and purses. Sometimes, a tree would loosen its bark and allow entire, delicate pages to be peeled off its trunk and read several times over, for it was something to be savored. Once, a local artist gathered up seasons of his favorite snippets and pasted them over an entire brick wall, and sealed it with clear paint to last for years to come. It wasn’t seen as an act of vandalism or graffiti, because it was made from the Story Trees and it was an ugly wall anyways. The trees were a blessing to the people, sacred and respected. For generations they stood, lining the streets and growing taller and prouder each year. Everything was perfect, and safe. Until it wasn’t anymore. The outsiders came in a fury of anger and fire with blood on their hands and power in their eyes, unable to be stopped. They didn’t care about the trees, only wanting the spoils of war no one knew was happening. The town was ransacked and burned, and the people watched silently as their world was torn apart. Even the youngest of the children were quiet, only making small whimpering noises. Only when a flame licked the side of a Story Tree did they protest; they surged forward as one but we beaten back. As the fire spread to the rest of their precious trees, their voices grew to sobs, then screams. When the embers glowed softly and the ash settled, the people were marched away, still crying for the loss of their beautiful, and now gone, Story Trees.
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San Francisco



Steffenie Jones Boise High School



Doppelganger



Tyler Lopez, Borah High School You, You there. Yes, looming betwixt the silver lining of the looking glass– Not so fast! Don’t move, Don’t. I see through this misty maze, A doppelganger uttering my own praise; However upon before my sight fails, I notice the details: Eyes, Eyes alike Yet so foreign with a stranger’s gaze of twice burning coal— My second soul? I never, No. Lips, Lips smooth But stained with blood and crimson flesh removed. Mind in frenzy! Turn away, Away. Face, Face me, And grey out the gallows of your bleak façade— O’ great God! Light marked, Shadow. Now with lighting in my mind, A Horror from the deep has rendered me blind; And with deciphering tails of time flicked straight, Looms he of Hell’s gate. Knife, Knife behind. Yes, under the cloak of black mirrors on the wall, My fatal fall. First sighted, Second.



Buddha



Caitlyn Casper Boise High School
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Contingency



Gabe Taylor Timberline High School



Porcelain Angel



Tyra Peone, Boise High School There’s some form of natural beauty that causes the moonlight to find her. It might be her platinum hair that twirls and waves, a whirlpool around her neck. Maybe it’s the rosy stain that splashes her cheek bones in such a delicate way. Or the profound posture she holds even as she sits amongst the rough tree branches. Looking for all the world a porcelain doll not yet ready to break. It could be the way her arms gesture frantically like her quick and sharp movements can catch the remains of a thought before it can escape her clutches. For me it is something else entirely, it’s the innocence. The way her eyes light in wonder as she adds more detail to her already engrossing story. It’s the experience that could break a lesser being but only multiplies the pureness of her heart. And the moonlight that captures her with a goddess like air. My simple mind cannot handle such perfection. Breaking when I am near. So much so that I find myself agreeing with her so as to see that smile. Arguing her point, defending her against the demons of this world. Against the demons within herself. She was my angel, mio angel. I looked over to her with a question in my eyes as her frantic gestures froze only to find her staring straight back into mine. Green meeting glaze. Her stare softened and I swallowed thickly. “Yes? I’m sorry, I wasn’t listening,” I whispered mentally berating myself for ignoring her. “Papa is taking me to look for memorabilia this winter break in Maui. Would you come with?” she repeated her dazed light voice a symphony to my ears. “I’ll ask,” I replied but as I saw her eyes droop sadly I reached over to tilt her head back up, “I’m positive mama will say yes though.” “Really?” she asked in disbelief, “Then why must you ask?” “I…it’s polite,” I said. “Hmmm,” “What?” I knocked her lightly with my shoulder. “Do you think Kale will come?” Mio angel sighed. “Why?” I snapped my head away as quickly as the muscles would give way. “I like him a lot. Do you think he could like me?” her voice begged an answer. “Everyone likes you,” I whimpered, “I think you are perfect.” My eyes stung with held back tears. I felt lips, soft and moist, touch my cheek tenderly. It was not filled with her undying love to which I so desperately reached to gain. No it was a gesture of friendship. It did not fill me with hope but tore at my heart.
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Lost



William Miller, Boise High School My heart is heavy, My eyes are cold, Staring out from depths untold My will is weak, My mind is blank, Its inner reaches dark and dank My spirit’s strength Death easy breaks As payment for my heart’s mistakes Not death unliving But rather living death, Reinforced with each new breath My soul’s not his, Not Death’s to take My lifeblood won’t his hunger sate My life’s not his Nor mine to keep For even him that price too steep My soul I paid In a debt I owed My words, in promise, freely flowed Pledged my heart, My very essence The burden deepens, nothing lessens Gave myself to her In my entirety For all my life’s eternity A promise broken An oath unbound Within my heart my soul’s not found A beloved lost My love was her My love did not her heartbeat stir But not having had, Nothing’s lost And nothing lost comes at no great cost I’ve lost nothing. I’ve lost everything.



Captured



Emily Swank Boise High School



Firelight



Natalie Gile, Capital High School Black and white is the firelight within a shroud of darkness, shadows nonexistent on the walls because the cave is so pitch. In the distance light is bright, guiding the way to safety. With your torch held high to guide you’ll find your way to me.



Ocean Surprise Rebekah Sevy Capital High School
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Cocooned



Emily Anderson, Boise High School



Leaf In Rippled Water



Jamie Ege Borah High School



The trees were pewter- some were ash, the last fiery flames of autumn clung to their bare branches. The November sky was gray and blue and rapidly darkening. The rocks in the creek bed had been tousled by the cardboard-colored mule deer. You noticed how your dogs’ yellow fur matched the grass which through October had begun to yellow like the teeth of the homeless man on the corner by Albertson’s who held a worn out sign that read “anything helps, God bless”, and the people looked at him as if he were a wild animal, but what they didn’t know is we are all wild animals. Then, you feel a little white flake dust across your nose, and the snow is carpeting the trail ahead, the velvet pale crystallizing your dogs’ fur and softening your mascara-hardened eyelashes. You watch your dogs bury their faces in the snow and snort when it goes up their rubber black noses. The trail reaches the bend, and you know that soon it will loop back to your car. The darkness is rising like a heavy sun, the sky indigo and the trees are silhouetted black like the shadows in your room at night. It was strange to think how silent snow is. When you step in it, it sounds like two pieces of crumbled college rule paper being rubbed together, but you cannot hear it fall like you can with rain. It’s one of those things that are strangely silent, like an owl flapping its wings, or the first tears of a someone who is dying but they’re still there. If they were to cry in a room full of people, would they even make a sound? If you put them in an empty auditorium and forced the microphone to their lips, would they be able to tell their story? Don’t ask them what’s wrong and then just drop it, because they won’t tell you that easily when they can’t even tell the hired listener “I’m not okay.” It takes a lot more than a “what’s wrong?” to know what happened to them last night, or two months ago, or two years ago, when they still take unintentional re-experiences of the night that resurrected itself. And then you see the gravel parking lot in the distance, and you pull your keys out of your pocket, jingling like sleigh bells. You help your dogs into the backseat, and start to drive. You love driving at night, because you can see the lights, and they’re especially pretty around the holidays because you can see Christmas trees shining, and string lights glowing. You come down from the foothills, stop at the stop sign, and signal left. The back window is steamed from your dogs’ thick breath. The road is collecting the snow, inches seeming to grow by the minute. You see a man on the sidewalk, illuminated by streetlights; his dog’s fur is grey and wirey, kind of like his hair. He isn’t covered in snow yet, and you know he must have seen it begin and decided to go outside. It’s good to know that some people still love snow. And then the man is gone, cold-nosed and cold-breathed, and just like any other day, you are soon to be cocooned in your cold white sheets, and you will turn off the lights, feeling the darkness surround you. And sometimes, even though you never wanted to, you understand why some people wish to never wake up. VALLEY VISIONS 12



Your Pieces



India Roper-Moyes, Boise High School The broken pieces of you are all gone picked up by those who claim they loved you more thrown in a well by people who deserve them more who fit the bill. I can’t say I will grown into your sweatshirts and neon ski gear the stuff I wouldn’t use but, you know, maybe it would be nice to zip the zipper and pull up the hood and pretend to be in your skin. One day I’ll hold the books the black bound pictures of baseball and soccer boys your first grade photograph the locks cut by rusting scissors. They’re the memories you never wanted to show to anyone you dug a hole in your world where your little monsters could live and tear you apart in quiet eating day and night on the thoughts you won’t admit to thinking the words you don’t commit to saying until the you is gone eaten by those same little monsters that took you away. Someday I will see that book she said was too much too hard your words won’t be hidden eaten up by people who claim they love you more your words will be peeling off the page the glue of ink not sticking unsure and afraid that you aren’t real that those things you thought you felt don’t exist that all along you were following a path built buy puppeteers that your words were formed to fall away the way markers bleed on ripped up paper and make you wish words weren’t real. The path you took wasn’t a path at all you pushed through bushes born to rip your skin and blood apart tear the seams at your limbs, at your pieces. The world was real because of the nights you spent alone avoided by the people who claim they love you more how not even the stars could kiss you to sleep and your words became shaped like broken flutes desperately echoing those sounds of hope and joy from the crowd. The broken pieces of you are all gone but I won’t let your words fall apart I won’t let them melt away into hate and sickness because the ink you used to tell your words was made for the people you claimed you loved.



Jade Teapot



Demi VanOcker Boise High School



Angels



Brooke Hadley, Timberline High School Falling.... Is the last thing angels feel, As they crash to ground. Falling Is the last sight stars see, As they stumble into black skies. Falling Is the last resonance fireflies hear, As the New Day Dawns. Falling Is the last, hopeless touch Of the desperate dying heart. Falling Is my final rash thought, As I realize my justified End. Falling.... Is the last thing angels feel, As they crash to ground.
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Nightmares in the Walls



Madeline Anderson, Borah High School Cautiously opening the large oak doors, he poked his head into the dark room. Everything was normal and undisturbed, no sign of an intruder. The angel crept through the room and kneeled down at the bedside, softly shaking the form of a sleeping child. “Princess, wake up,” He whispered, and the little girl sat up with a yawn and peered at him through the darkness. “What is it?” She reached tiny little arms into the air and stretched. “Nothing, I promise,” He lied, “I thought tonight would be a good night to go for that flight you’d asked me for.” He lied further and lifted the girl from her bed, pulling off one of the thicker blankets to wrap her in. She didn’t fight back against the angel lifting her up, and welcomed the warm blanket wrapped around her, resting her head on the angels’ shoulder and closing her eyes with a simple “Okay,” as her acknowledgement. Working quickly, the angel opened her bedroom door and trotted out, trying to appear casual and unconcerned. He’d been awoken from his meditation a few moments earlier by a monstrous and threatening presence slithering and crawling through the castle walls, unaware that its presence was already known. Now he hefted the little girl into one arm as he used the other to lift a well-crafted wooden hammer and slammed it into a gold alarm bell a good few times. In a matter of seconds the castle erupted in chaos as soldiers dashed through the halls, armed with heavy armor and armed with bright swords, sharpened axes, long elegant spears and hammers, searching for the enemy and preparing defenses and attack strategies. The little princess wrapped in the blankets was re-awoken with the bustle of the castle and whimpered. “What’s going on?” “You’ll be fine, I promise.” He made his way down a large stone hallway, soldiers parting left and right to make way for the princess’ escape, a stained glass window at the end of the hall depicting a forest glowing with a golden hue in the afternoon light. From behind them the walls crumbled like toy blocks as the slithering black monstrosity broke through, black scales glistened as if covered with oil, shining purple and other dark colors against the light. It opened its four-waysplit maw to reveal row upon row of grey ugly teeth, stained with the blood of fallen soldiers, and screeched, similar to the sound of metal grinding against metal and everything shattering at once. It’s cart sized claws ripped up all the elegant carpets and turned over every piece of furniture, flinging soldiers with a lazy sweep as they charged it and attempted to bring it down. The princess shrieked in fear, clinging tighter to the angel and grabbing the monsters attention. It turned beady red eyes on the two of them and immediately flew through the mass of soldiers to reach its royal prize. The angel broke into a run, snapping large, brilliant wings out and furling them around his body as he smashed through the stained glass window at the end of the hall and beat them down with labored effort as he rose into the sky, the little princess bawling out of fear in his arms. From behind them, the monster crashed through the wall and sent boulders tumbling down to squash any unprepared soul below. It stretched a smooth and hideous neck in an attempt to reach the holy being and its small mortal bundle. But it was too late, as the angel was far above the head of the castle and soothing the princess’ cries. “It’s just a nightmare, I promise.”



I Looked Up



Jaiden Trueman, Capital High School One day in mid-November, I was cycling Along the path to home. The sky was clouded in chrome And the frigid wind was sharp and prickly When I looked up. Up, against the concrete clouds Rose an explosion of pastel reds, Numerous leaves of bright fire orange Engulfed the tree; A phoenix bathed in flame and flicker, Soon to be ash; awaiting rebirth.



Masks



Rian Pickard Boise High School VALLEY VISIONS 14



And I would have missed The mythic scene, had I not Looked up.



Mine, Most Ardently Mine



Sarah Baer, Borah High School It’s a piano, differing notes coming together, making a symphony. No one note would be as beautiful alone. Each participates an equal amount, creating something that’s never been heard before and will be never again. He told me that I was his one and only. There would be nothing that would separate us. If only that were true. If only. It’s a beach, full of tiny grains of sand. No way to cherish every one, yet each part just as important. Each miniscule portion belonging to another. He told me that he would care for his piece and cherish it most ardently. His piece burned so hot it turned into glass, stunning and beautiful he told me. Yet, it was this flame that shattered it. It’s the inky night sky, full of burning stars. Glowing brighter when they think that they can’t be seen. Always constant, never-changing, though not always visible. He told me his feelings were no longer his own. But, mine, most ardently mine. Yet, stars spend half of their day hiding. It’s a ship, never sinking to the hidden depths of the ocean. The ocean, one can’t love her though, without acknowledging and cherishing her secrets. This, I told him. Hatefully, the ocean’s depths contain deadly secrets. Beach Girl It’s a book, full of adventure. Mohammad Aziz Samim Faster it’s read, the more it flows, the better it seems. Boise High School This, I told him. Too fast to understand it truly. It’s a garden, flowing and abundant with differing flowers. Each beautiful in their own right. This, I told him. The most beautiful ones quite often the most deadly. This, I told him. Him. Love. He believed the less it showed, the more it became understood and not said, the more it actually meant. I believed the more brightly it glowed, the hotter it flamed, the more it actually meant. The glass shattered, sprinkling its shards through our hearts. The stars never shone; clouds never parted. The ocean became a whirl pool, dragging us down to her murky deaths. The adventure stopped, nothing to keep our thoughts at bay. The flowers wilted; life and love no longer there. He will always be the one who broke me, shattered me into pieces and rejoicing in their destruction. I will always be the one who broke him, clutched him in my ferocious tides and dragged him to the depths. His back was turned, head never once looked back. I know because I watched. Maybe part of me wanted him to turn back. Yet, No tear fell; no sorrow crept its way into my heart. So this I now say to you, the one listening to my plight. Love is a strange and frail thing. Once broken, it’s so very hard to get back. But once broken, you may see that your love may not have been meant to be. Though I know your heart hurts, oh how I know, God does have a plan for you and, hopefully, for me. Keep your head up, your shoulders square. The only thing that can heal a hurting heart is time. Erosion (Soda Piece) And you’ll come out of the other end Benjamin Gage better for it. Timberline High School This is my tale and it is true. Although your heart may break, it may be good for you. VALLEY VISIONS 15



Roost



Garry Reynolds Borah High School



Hearts Heavy Linger



Braeden Pugmire, Borah High School One man wanders, searches for a place to elude his unreachable desires without being disturbed. This man has never known or seen true anguish settled, sedimented and packed on his fantasies. He tells his friends that he is shouting in their ears but he doesn’t want to be heard. His life, he has always ruled over, never stopping for an instance. It’s always been a silly little game, hearts were the pieces and peoples lives were his board. Time has caught up with him now, his face has fallen so low not even hell can see the end of his chin. His heart has been crushed from women tired of being treated as something never to be undone. He laughs off the pain but the laughs have vibrated his bones to a weak powder. Eyes, grey as a heavy cloud, light has always hit these orbs of sea blue, but never truly seen the beauty of light.  Praying now, praying for something better than the life he has ruled over as a kingdom made of sand. Tears stacking, hands holding fast, he weeps for his life, a life that keeps running, pendulum never ceasing to swing. He grabs for a familiar friend, places it to his weathered head, a tear falls to his lap, while his index finger is reaching to be with his brothers for one last final time.
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You are the Jail Keeper



Fiona Powell, Timberline High School With each doubt you believe in, you add another brick higher until you cannot see the sunlight. The wrought iron bars are made of figments of your imagination, they are excuses you have made and procrastination; they are only as impenetrable as you let them be. The cell smells like failure. You can open the window, but you are too afraid that sweet smell of success will be too good for you poor, weak lungs. People come by and offer to open the jail door, but you don’t think they are strong enough. You have only as much room to move as your dignity allows. You can feed yourself, but there are days that pass when you do not eat. You wring the bars and cry out even when you know



Hidden Life



the key is in your



Emily Hansen Timberline High School



pocket. When you stop, you see that your life is a gift, an opportunity for opportunities; the cell spreads wider. You see people reach out to you and you learn from their compassion that you are valuable; the cell stretches taller. You learn from your mistakes, you take pride in your achievements; the bricks wane. You dare to hope and you dare to dream; you can see the sun! Fears, worries crash down at your feet and dissipate into the nothing they always were. You open the lock; the key is believing.



Rosanne



Justyce Ade Timberline High School VALLEY VISIONS 17



Bright Days



Stefan Georgiev, Boise High School Raindrops were hitting the windows with such force, that they would almost break. Lighting slashed across the sky. A few moments later...Boom! The little village out in the country was lit up as if Zeus himself threw that thunderbolt. If there were any cars, the sirens would be screaming. I was inside my small and simple room. A wooden bed to the left. A table to the right. Nothing more. The storm raged outside and since the lights had gone out, each lightning would light up the room as if it was day. I could not sleep. I walked through the dark hallways to my grandfather’s room. As I opened the heavy wooden door, my face was lit up by candle light. The room was equally simple as mine. Black and white pictures dotted the empty walls. The candlelight made the grim faces in the photographs even scarier. It was that stormy night, that my grandfather taught me to play chess. 10 years later, I still remember it. Every day we would play chess. Every day I would get slaughtered. He never took it easy on me. I have never seen my grandfather with a frown on his face. Never. He’s always smiling, always happy, and always relaxed. He was a chill dude. He would wear old fashioned clothes that were popular in the 60’s. He had thick black glasses to help his hearing and he had really thick black hair that was very majestic. Flash forward a couple of years and I’m in school. I did great yet he still tutored me after school. Starting from writing skills to English. He knew everything. And he was so picky too: One afternoon, in the city within our apartment, we were practicing writing. Well, actually, we were practicing handwriting. He was trying to improve my penmanship. Anyway, we were sitting on our old couch with patterns of flowers all over it, and I was writing sentences. My grandfather noticed that my O’s were a little sloppy so he told me to only start writing O’s on the paper. Every time I wrote an O, he would criticize it and find something wrong with it. How hard can it be to draw a circle? I ended up writing 3 pages of O’s until he was pleased. My hand felt as if I had Karate-chopped a brick wall. My grandfather made me a better man. He taught me that the meaning of life was to experience everything. To travel and see the world, not to sit around and waste my life. To this day, I follow that advice. In his mind, fear was not real. Fear was an option. I remember, even from the age of 4, I was a tree-climber. My parents would freak out when they saw me up on top of a tree. They would yell at me and tell me that it is dangerous. Danger is only an obstacle that stands in your way to happiness, my grandfather would tell me. When I was with him, I climbed all the trees I could find. One day, on a cool summer morning, we were walking through the empty forest near our village. I don’t think a single human, besides my grandfather and I, went into that forest. The forest was all ours. As we were walking, we came up to this cherry tree. It was the most colossal tree I had ever seen. Deep red cherries dotted the high branches. Naturally, I climbed it. I must have been 6, but I climbed like a monkey. I am pretty sure I even hopped to another branch once. I got higher and higher. I could barely see the sun from the thousands of leaves and branches blocking the sky. I reached a stable branch near the top. I sat on it and before me unfolded a fantastic view of the green mountains and the village in the distance. There was a break in the branches that resulted in a big hole that let me see everything from up there. The red roofs appeared everywhere down into the small village. I could see our house from up there. I sat up there eating cherries for hours. Each cherry tasted as if it came from heaven. My grandfather knew I would climb it. He knew. That’s why he took me there, I now realize. And as I think, I realize that nobody else will ever climb up to that branch and see what I saw. Fear and Danger will stop anyone who even finds that location. Fear will block anyone who comes near. I was truly happy when I was up there. I was the happiest I had ever been. I had no worries and I savored the moment. My grandfather never took me back. The location of that cherry tree is lost in the void. Nobody will ever go there again, not even me. The thought makes me sad, but as a great man once said “Don’t cry because it’s over, smile because it happened.”
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Whiskers



Promises



Kya Dudney Capital High School



Jess Sonoda, Timberline High School It is a bitter enticement to promise someone something tantamount to a vast ocean, yet possessing the inability to reassure oneself of the tenacity and morale of its waves to even grace the elegant charm of the shoreline. The lofty number of moments it takes to build trust can’t ever be reenacted, and to pollute the waves with fleeting sincerity within voice and thought is an act of merciless shame. I always perceived beaches as an eternal paradise, but recently I have come to realize that they are simply ephemeral promises disguised as such. The façade of it all tragically impresses me; every single grain of sand a lie, each palm tree a notion of deceit, even the rays you marinate in; hypocrisy and fraud to the full extent of the words. But what I find perplexity within the most is the fact that we all have accustomed to this grotesque bliss and the constant exposure has left us only to accept this phony illustration as reality.
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Moonlight’s Reflection



Diana Khosrovi, Boise High School The serenity of her majestic hair flowing along the water, she admires herself, her skin lit up with the glow she gives off. She lights the way for late night travelers and lulls children to sleep reassuring the children who are scared of the dark. She rides a silver diamond-embedded chariot flaming cold silver. Such a juxtaposition, this, the moon, our caring mother beautifully lighting the night for her dreadful children. The children who are selfish they start world violence and yet demand for their own peace easily killing each other over simple disputes. How sad she must be our poor, caring mother. Yet, shooting stars light the night with her, giving us all a second chance. But through all this she faithfully appears, night by night she cools our sweat from the day and soothes us to sleep by night.



The Spark



Tristan Berg, Timberline High School I still remember the day I found The Spark. Misery had made me her company, Each conversation sinking her daggers of despair Deeper and deeper within my subconscious, Replacing delights with desolation. But as sorrow had begun to swallow me, I heard a faint voice call out to me. His words besieged my demons of self doubt, His smile cast out the darkness That had tortured me endlessly. And as Misery marched off in defeat, There stood a man of jest, A smile bearer, A joybringer. There stood The Spark. I still recall the moment I lost the The Spark, Shock assailed me as I heard the news. The lady’s venomous words of tragedy numbed my mind, Scorched my ears, Stung my eyes. Nobody foresaw his downfall, As Misery and her sisters: Pain, Regret, and Denial Gradually weaved their way into his heart. Breaking him down, Degrading his confidence, Demolishing his dreams. Behind the smile, was a boy bound to break, Within his words, he housed a cry for help. Gone was the jester, There left the joybringer, Vanished was the smile bearer. There departed a friend His suffering ceased. His legacy eternally forged in tears, Though his body quit, I haven’t a doubt The Spark will live on, His Spark will never die out.



Glorious Morning Whitney Blackburn Capital High School VALLEY VISIONS 20



The Marriage of Christian Wolves



Benjamin Hunt Timberline High School



Educating Education



Corri Seideman, Capital High School “One day I will be an English teacher.”  I must either be insane, or I’ve watched Dead Poets Society too many times.  But for right now, I am just a student; every day is a new adventure.  If I was a teacher, I would let my students learn more than just pronouns and adverbs. I would teach them about themselves. I would teach them how to love one another and make themselves better. I would show them that the great paradox of education isn’t definitive. They would know that I am not another adult that doesn’t care if they wind up strung out on crystal meth. Who wouldn’t care about a girl kissing the boyfriend who mistakes her body for a punching bag. Who wouldn’t care about the boy hanging himself because he lost all hope. I would care. They would know that I don’t see them as black bubbles on a Scantron, as mere digits justifying my paycheck, as delinquents, as statistics to educational policy that only cares about the final product: I would see them as unfinished stories and I am dying to see what will happen to the characters I will grow attached to.  I would tell them that they have a voice and that doesn’t mean they have to shout in study hall, it means that they should choose their words carefully so that when they speak, others will lean forward and listen like they are a cliff-hanger.  I wouldn’t have all the answers, but I would still want to learn, to understand, and they just might have the key.  I would say: “Whatever you do, be passionate about it and do it well.  You may not see the need for geometric proofs or prepositions or the Louisiana Purchase, but every bit of knowledge is another tool to fight against being another mindless machine.” Education isn’t just about standardized tests and bad documentaries and echoing what you’ve been taught: education is about finding yourself, understanding the world around you, and realizing that you have the power to rewrite your circumstances.  You have control of what you will become. I would tell my students (as told to me by one of my English teachers), “You are living a story.  Make sure that you live fully awake, aware of deeper things than bills and tabloid gossip.  Don’t throw up your hands and surrender.  If you don’t give up on yourself, then I swear that I won’t either. Now go out and do amazing things.”



Ode to Ambiguity



John Serrano, Boise High School Of dip-dyed trees do I sink my head, deep within my cotton shoulders? Does divination remain at risk when I step toward the unkempt boundaries composed of dirt and silt? Do blistered eyes sustain the gold, when refracting avid forest sun? Does the knitting of my socks unravel, when danced upon by vaulted rivers? Do boulders catalyze moss that grows, with southern midnight damp? Have I remained in solitude, when quilted does had passed me by? Will I adhere the silence, when moonrise crickets speak their minds? Can one remain still walking, when the daunting vultures climb? May somber howls of painted wolves, embed the ringing of my ears? Or shall I drown my unintended questions, into the lake where I found them? VALLEY VISIONS 21



Capital Sunset



Hans Theiler Boise High School
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Shadow



Kyle Kellogg, Timberline High School I’ve been followed by the Shadow for as long as I can remember. Its menacing outline crept into my vision often. The inky shadow used to be insignificant, yet, it was still threatening. When I gazed into the blackness of its shadow I saw a tornado, chaos and disorder consuming everything in its path. I had always been too afraid to look right at it, but the shadow was something unimaginably terrifying. I knew the creature’s intentions. I’d always thought it planned to take away anything that kept me feeling comforted and protected. It wanted to replace my peace of mind with desperate chaos. The creature behind the shadow had the want, the power, and the persistence to entirely change me. Every time I went outside, the shadow peered over my shoulder. The longer I stayed out, the bigger it became. When I sensed the shadow reaching over my head, I hastily ran back to the comfort of my home, the only place where I could feel safe from the monster. My sister used to see it, too. She told me it could only do harm if you enabled it. She advised me to stay away from the outside, to keep out of the shadows. Once she had to stay locked up in the safety of our home until finally, it disappeared. She didn’t go outside much after that; she thought it was better to stay inside than to risk coming across it again. She’d rather be caged inside than to ever see it again, and that’s what I wanted to do, too. Waiting inside, hoping it would someday give up. I was content with staying inside. For a while, I completely forgot the creature was ever there. My friends would knock at my door, asking me to come outside. I had to refuse, it was better staying inside. After a while, I started to watch my friends run around outside, enjoying the freedom. One day while looking through the window, watching my friends enjoy the outside, I saw the shadow. I shut my blinds and never opened them again. I was getting cabin fever; I got to the point where I couldn’t stand to be inside for another second. I walked outside and breathed in the fresh air. I walked toward my friends. They seemed as happy as can be. I told them about the shadow, that it was my reason for not going outside anymore. They told me the creature behind the shadow wasn’t as ugly as I made it out to be. They said they’d been living with the creature forever, and they enjoy its presence. My sister called me inside shocked that I would be outside away from the comfort of our home. On my walk home, I noticed the shadow was bigger than it had ever been before. I stopped, closed my eyes, tried to control my breathing. The shadow got bigger and bigger, the creature was right behind me. I spun around and saw the most beautiful and whole thing ever, it was the eye of the hurricane. I starred at it for a few seconds, before letting it consume me. It flowed through me like a river. The creature no longer followed me, no longer tempted me. No more living in the shadows.



A Century of Beauty



Hayley Hinrichs Boise High School
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Through Different Phases of Time



Newspaper Clippings



Christie Pantiledes Boise High School



Cassie May, Timberline High School It snarls; a deep shiver in the core of existence The hunger and thirst and want Like fire burning through our souls It is the need to know the unknowable We scratch at the edges of our minds For that is as far as we can go We do not retain the capacity to understand That we cannot, in fact, understand We cannot fathom who we are Why our lives even exist in such an immeasurable emptiness We will never comprehend the truth of our lives And we cannot grasp this reality We plaster the walls of our limits With religion and science and faith Like newspaper clippings tacked to a corkboard Taping over the empty spaces to pretend they are filled Because this hunger and knowledge and fire It cannot and it will not be quenched So we will continue to plaster our lives with our false ideas To comfort ourselves from the infinite truths we will never know
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Bottle With Carving



Julia Hummer Boise High School



Fire Ties



Beryl Sabin, Timberline High School The last thing I remember about her was her smile. Or maybe it was her hair. It might well have been her fish, but I’m fairly certain it was her smile. It was a cold and twisted thing made from scrap metal and whatever toxic plants grew in the backwoods of your grandmother’s country house, the one’s you were always told to steer clear from. Her dyed blue hair would draw your eyes in for a second look, then the tattoos running up and down her neck and collarbone would draw your attention. She’d work out you were staring, and smile that thin blade of goblin steel. I admit I didn’t heed the warning bells shooting out at me from all directions when I met her. Maybe it was the stains on her impressive boots that should have tipped me off, or the fact it was 2:30 in the morning and she was running down a dark highway on her own, grinning. Maybe it should have been the steadily growing whisper of distant emergency response sirens, most likely police, that were audible when I stopped my car and rolled down the window closest to her. “Need a lift?” I’d asked her. I was only being gentlemanly, and it was cold outside. Lightly she nodded, and I flicked the button on the side the passenger door to unlock it. She smiled again, and pulled it open, reshuffling her almost-pants, almost-fishnets where they abruptly stopped just under her shorts. Her shirt, or more accurately, the layers of fabric-like materials she was wearing in the general vicinity of her chest, was perfectly cut to highlight the swirling waters she’d had illustrated beneath her skin with permanent ink. I know his is more vivid than something that happened years ago should be, but her? I never forget anything. It had been over an hour when I asked her where she was going. I only ever heard her speak once, and it’s haunted me. “Many miles yet,” she’d said, voice thin and shiny, like the oil on poison ivy leaves, or the skin of belladonna berries. “Somewhere near Utah, if you can,” Eventually, dawn started to whisper at the horizon. I pulled off into a motel, and acquired the keys from the unlucky fellow who swung the graveyard shift. I’d asked if she’d like to stay the night there with me, and continue westerly the next day. She shot her smile at me again, and nodded. I remember I was just barely inside when I collapsed on one bed in exhaustion. The next morning I admit I wasn’t all that surprised to not see her in the room with me, though I was shocked when she came through the main door carrying two cups of coffee and some kind of pastry. I thanked her and downed the coffee. Soon, we left the building to get back into my car. Returning the room key, I made my way back to the interstate. It was evening when I had to stop for more gas. I got out, and filled up the tank. Hard to believe there was a time when a gallon of gasoline cost fifteen cents. With a pack of chips between us, we set out again. I finally had to stop, just inside the Utah border. After starting the gasoline pump, I looked to her again. She softened her smile just a touch for me, and nodded. She stole one final chip from the bag. Her smile bounced back to its former shape. She left the car, just as the tank metre beeped that it was full. Paying the bill, I got one last glimpse of her entering the main building. It took me a long time to notice she’d left something on her char, placed neatly in the center. On the outside a nightshade blossom was drawn in pen. I remember stroking the note fondly. I drove through that night, and the next day I made it to my destination before beginning the drive back. A few days later, as I was passing by that same rest stop we’d parked at, I pulled out again to think. After all these years, I still feel as though she would have been the only one I’d chose to spend my life with, but I realise it could never have come to pass, simply in that it did not. Absence makes the heart grow fonder, but longing dilutes the truth, I suppose. The next day I switched on my radio, and ran across a news station, broadcasting about a pair of arsonists, on opposite sides of the country, both employing the same methods. They even had a description of whomever started each. I thought nothing of it until the speaker mentioned the culprit’s hair, bushy teal blue ringlets atop an assumed naturally dark colour. My heart nearly stopped as I pulled into the nearest truck stop, switching off my radio. I reached for her note, tentatively unfolding it. I’m sorry. Those around me get hurt, even speaking to you as little as I did was more than I should have risked. You were so nice to me, didn’t ask questions. I enjoyed our time together, and I’ll certainly miss you, David. Thanks for the crisps. It was three months before I moved it again, and three more before I realized I’d never told her my name.
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Cold Apartment



Janice Witherspoon, Capital High School Cold Apartment, Darkened rooms, Shaking arms, Clench together a shaking body. Eye’s shut tight, Knuckles clenched white, What a disturbing sight, This broken photograph. This Broken Photograph, Was happy and warm, A day on the sand, Kissing lightly, Holding hands. This Broken Photograph, Was screaming and sighs, Open mouth, Wet eyes. This Broken Photograph, Was a life, Yours, And mine. But now, This photograph is smashed, SMASHED, SMASHED, SMASHED. Glass shattered, And picture torn. But now, People say it can be fixed, We can pick up the pieces, We can make them stick. The glass is not broken. It is not missing. It cannot be found. The glass was obliterated, when your words shattered the photograph. All that is you left is broken, That’s why you left me here, isn’t it? Cold Apartment, Broken Photograph, And me.
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Disparity



Colby Jones Timberline High School



My Own Hero



Nicole Huntsman, Timberline High School A silent tear I shed in the darkness of the lonely night. Forsaken by friends and foes, I was lost. Agonizing thoughts ate at my unbearable past, Which led me to self destruction. My heart quaked and quivered, For deep under my skin laid the cracked remains of my soul. The demon inside me cried out for release from this intolerable pain. Countless times I’ve been left standing alone. No one was there to catch me when I fell. But each time I fell, each time I was alone, I gained strength and power. Each trial made me become independent and confident In the new being I created. So I was bent and broken, but I pieced myself back together. I am undaunted. I arose from the shadows of my shattered life, and started again. So many nights I drowned myself in a sea of tears, but those days are over. For I have dried my tears, and faced my fears. I have learned to become My own hero.



The Long Road



Brooke Hadley, Timberline High School I once heard A long time ago, From one much older than I, That absence makes the heart fonder. I believe at some point I asked him why. And for a reason I cannot remember, He never answered. I once was told A long time ago, From ones much less naive than I, That you only move as fast as those who hinder you. I believe at some point I asked them why. And for a reason I fail to understand, They refused to speak again. I once was told A long time ago, From one much more humble than I, That love is evanescent, happiness just as fleeting. I believe at some point I asked her why. And for a reason that escapes me, She resisted her diction, whatever it was or could have been. I once heard A long time ago, From something much more ancient than I, That being a hero and doing what is right are not one in the same. I believe at some point I asked why. And for a reason, away from me it flies, It wistfully forgot to code a reply. I once told A long time ago, To one much younger than I, That even the most perseverant fortitude wouldn’t overcome adversity. I know at some point he asked me why. And for a reason I comprehend all too well, I broke as my spine shivered, And watched as my heart fell.



Coral Melt



Siennah Kessler Boise High School



Yearning Heart



Alyssa Peters, Timberline High School Why is it what it is, not what it’s not? Thou ponders through the labyrinth of my mind, And wander’st though my journey led to naught; Though thy canst find that which my heart hath pined. Behold the secrets that brought forth thy love, For thou hast learned the secrets locked away, So bask in light thou tender weeping dove, And fly beyond the lock thy dreams must stay. Immerse thy dove in memories to come, And soar above the wall thy worlds divide, But thy blockades protect and pain is numb, And innocence of thoughts lost in a stride. So question not the meaning or the truth, Just look and find the answers of our youth.
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Friends Till The End



Braeden Pugmire, Borah High School



Youth of the Nation Audrey Kujawa Timberline High School



We were just kids on a playground After time together a friendship was found Mothers finding times they could work around A Friday night, played nerf until the sun went down. I spend the nights on the floor, You, in your bed, I couldn’t help but think What a selfish whore But I was grateful then, to just have a friend, And I’m sure you felt the same, Until this all came to an end. So many memories flood me now, As I scribble my thoughts from my naive crown. Because I can remember playing games until dark. Learning to not mess with lighter fluid and a spark. Biking trips, became missions we had to embark I remember making videos in your backyard, never becoming routine Watching T.V. with a family, whose divorce was unforeseen But then it came that unfortunate day, Why did your parents have to be so cliché? They split, he moved, parents making you choose. So you suffered Suffered the emotional abuse. From being so confused. Parents love for each other so refused They became amused at seeing each other become beaten and bruised. Making you feel so forgotten and unused. So we cried. A few years went by, separated by a move but we tried. Tried to still be the bestest of friends, But the lungs we breathed through Became suffocated by the Benz, Of sinking so deep into the deep we couldn’t see the ends Through the foggy lens nothing could cleanse the Separated hate that extends So I asked are we still friends? Depends Will we ever make amends? Through your cloudy answer, Our friendship was hit with cancer. No, as in negative, we can never forgive. So I left. I left you to your drugs and thoughts Allowing you to take the shot. The shots of liquor, till you saw the spots Minds thoughts becoming tiny knots Corroded ideas soaking it dripping the rot Filling the pots, Then there was nothing left to drink But disturbing thoughts That made that final shot... make sense.
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Space Cat



Sami McEvoy Boise High School



The Boy in Green



Jacob Wymer, Borah High School My story starts like many others, A boy in green without a mother. The golden symbol upon my hand Gives me Courage to protect the land. Right with shield; left with sword, To purge all evil, as told in lore. The tale of heroes had began Before we even knew of land. Before the princess ruled in Hy, We lived above; the lofty Sky. A boy in green left for earth; A crimson bird; a sword, skyward. The boy defeats the god Demise, Who utters forth, before he dies, “You’ve won today, but know this: Your time will come, your Darkness.” The hero brought the people down So they could live upon the ground. Early in this newfound age, Enters Vaati, the Wind Mage. Two more heroes, clad in green, Sealed away this evil fiend. The first one built the sealing sword, The second wield it; split in four. The darkness came as prophesied By the dying words o’ Demise; The prince of Thieves took the land, Laid waste with his gold, right hand.



Gazelle



Cynthia Chanady Timberline High School



For seven years, he remained Until the hero finally came. The day was saved, it had seemed, But defeat was with the boy in green. Their final hope, the hero, felled, The Prince was sent to the Sacred Realm. While the land prospered in peace, The Realm turned Dark; the Prince a Beast. The Beast escaped, hungry for more, Another hero took on this chore. Yet again, dressed in green, From Light to Dark he travelled free. He beat the Beast, once and for all. Demise’s vision, again stalled. The final hero gone, it seems, To lands of nature, time, and dreams. An artful villain, full of gall, Changes sages into wall. My time to shine has come, it seems, Says I, as I dress myself in green.



City Night



Richard Hall Timberline High School VALLEY VISIONS 29



Alastair, Duke of the Cosmos Hector Udallovich, Boise High School



Motes of interstellar dust twirl on the fringe of my vision. Outside a restless violent crowd murmurs and throbs; a hyena snickers and noses around some trash. I down my scotch and hurl the glass against the wall above a concubine’s head. Then I part the Kashmir curtains to the balcony and squint at the sudden glinting white sunlight, dancing on the gleaming sheet metal metropolis. Ragged snatches of Afrikaans, screeched and chanted, float into my head. I wave for silence and receive none. Chunks of concrete, scraps of fur, volleys of spit sail onto the ground at my feet. I laugh at those insects and return into the foggy chambers of my palace. Clanking cogs and explosions of steam accompany my descent into a drunken sleep. As the groaning, creaking behemoth of my ship lifts off the ground, a portion of the city is leveled. The laboring heartbeat of the great beast is in time with my staggered breathing. As I plug into Dvorak’s Requiem, the whale pulses and rattles across the sky, casting vast, quick shadows along the stark tangled treescape. I won’t name him- I don’t want them to think he belongs to anyone but me. Centuries ago, Alastair Blood was born. Decades later humans found a way to disperse across the galaxy. The cure for death was unearthed, and Alastair ascended to the throne. He was crowned Duke of the Cosmos and now reigns over the universe. No one remembers how. Ages later, humanity has sunk too deep to know the year in which they live. Population dwindles. The Rooks arrived in their jade starships, warred with humans, and were leashed by Alastair’s own hand. The weak-willed “crow people” now build nests of debris and twigs in the dense, gnarled thicket of dead trees outside every city. Alastair and his mechanized whaleship make transit from city to city every lunar cycle, as the threat of assassination is too great to be stationary. His days are empty. I am bound for Lisbon, where scum and crime are low. It is a welcome change from the slum of Cape Town. My teeth are perpetually clenched. The two android bodyguards bearing obsidian pikes outside my door shuffle their synthetic feet. I head to the crown of the whale, that monolithic creature entwined with bronze and mercury, to watch the Rook packs flutter and scream among the darkened trees. Barnacles cluster around steam chutes; a Rook clinging to the ship clacks its beak and picks at the hard calcium shells. I throw a rock at it and listen to the silence as I watch it fall limp for long moments.
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Raku # 1



Grace Lundquist Boise High School



The Illusionist



Nicole Dewey, Timberline High School It is in the nature of the illusion To deceive its willing prey. An audience, one of many, perhaps What a curious trick at hand. Some fore of velvet sorcery Shapeless, nameless Ushers from the stage and envelopes the crowd In a dreamy detachment. Such a magic is often feared But the audience always succumbs, Cannot resist the lulling waves That crash down and encompass The modest mind, the hopeful heart. Attention is drawn. A cloak of silence settles and Upon the stage steps the illusionist. It is in the nature of the act To mislead a reluctant eye, Dismayed, still searching for an answer, Swaddled in inescapable truth. Yet lingers a possibility, The magic seeps, stirs among the sea of spectators, A spell that swallows all.



Cold Shoulder



Aspen Stombaugh Timberline High School



Cleopatra’s Kitty



Clare Nelson Boise High School



Hospital



Tyler Bunker, Boise High School I lay in my white paper robe On top of the white bed Origami sheets covering the Substantial amount that the robe does not White-washed walls, my white-washed face Face each other, an intense staring match For what else is there to do When you’re waiting to die But to stare at the void And win? VALLEY VISIONS 31



A Kingdom by the Sea



Jordan Ayers, Boise High School He went out to the pool every evening, even though he hated it—the pool that overlooked a rocky sea. It became a habit of his a few years ago, once he had numbed to the paralyzing shock that ensued after his mother climbed into the ocean with stones in her pockets. But even now, half a decade later, he held this ritual of immortality. He would swim every day, and he invited me once, telling stories about all the times she could’ve had. Then, every evening, a clock in his mind would go off marking another day that she had missed. He would go underwater, then. Sit on the pool floor. Relax. Let water flood his mouth, but not in a way he couldn’t control; just for a split second. In that instant, he would stare up through the swaying water that bent the light and threw Alice-blue dapples across his shoulders. Before returning to the air with a hollow reminder that humans are not glittering fish, are not the complicated simplicity of sponges, are not water bound, and are not meant to rest in he ocean, he would allow the melancholy to overflow, and with lungs beginning to yawn, heart like a soldier’s marching drum, he would, if only for a moment, understand what this kind of drowning—tangible drowning—must’ve felt like.



Painted Sun Girl Carlos Sullivan Boise High School



Lemonade



Chelsea Gerard, Borah High School I wish I didn’t remember, Cold dark biting memories, Like the air in December. Sleep is ever so inviting, In dreams it is all too easy to imagine, The aching pain finally subsiding. Those are things, for which I can only hope, It’s time for these old wounds to heal, Until then I must learn how to cope. When life offers lemons… as the saying goes, If I can make lemonade, Nobody knows.



Watered-Down Words



Kristina Kaypaghian, Timberline High School The halting sounds, from out my mouth they leach, of thoughts, ideas, and emotions merged, create suppression, choking my thin speech. My words are waves, a fickle, gagging surge. With my severe ability to slur, the flooding of ideas blocking my morale and my canal, canal of words, self-confidence proceeds to liquefy. Debris in my uneven vocal street dams tides of insecurity within. My sentences are sadly incomplete; my words lost in the vast cerulean. Dammed tides of insecurity within. My words lost in the vast cerulean. VALLEY VISIONS 32



Cowskull



Kari Wagenman Boise High School



Slow Dance



Erin Rasmussen, Boise High School Do you remember how it all started? The twenty-two minute phone call that tore down twelve-years of innocence A shaky start to more than four years of helplessness The bleak realization that Cancer Means more the looped pink ribbon worn by the smiling women on the billboards And death Stretched beyond the crumbling gravestones on the way to riding lessons Do you remember the tear-stained pillows, abandoned in the corner? Their muffled screams hand-in-hand with the unheard prayers of reprieve Because when you always expect the worse Time stands still Waiting Always waiting Until the alarm sounds to jump into action But when the alarm never sounds and the world remains Frozen Under the false façade of a smile hides a selfish Desperate wish that it would all end Because there was no hope, anyway Only the numbness So when the time finally comes There are no tears And you feel Nothing



Sisters



Vivianne Siqueiros Timberline High School



Do you remember the denial? A young, marathoner, beauty queen, artist, daughter, sister, aunt Gone forever Transformed into the grave passed on the way to daily riding lessons The endless car trips to “the sunny state” – 2, 3, 4 times a year Until the road to California equals The Highway to Hell Do you remember the family? Tied together in the same double knot as The worn-out soles in the back of the closet Yearning for one more race- but their race was run And the confident strokes in stormy Minnesotan water Made incomprehensible by a sobbing 8-year-old boy Learning the hardest words to say are Good-bye Do you remember the inspiration? To rise above the travesty and fight Against the pain To live beautifully Even when the world turns its back There is always time for a Slow dance Under the shining stars



At the Water’s Edge Evan Fishburn Timberline High School
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Prerequisites to Performing Resurrection Jordan Ayers, Boise High School



I. closed door [for secrecy] -for keeping the lights from flooding up the staircase and waking him and the others. And for hidden quiet while looking at the rain through the window from below. II. staircase [for alarm] -to tread softly down on to the basement and to creak warnings of arrivals, give time to cover specimens and to draw the curtain on chemicals. III. ink stained, heavy books [for anecdote] -for paperweights, reference, and calmness, and to pull out when the door is opened and perhaps some sketchpads and notebooks, to record and to catch up on dreams during periods of waiting. IV. saltwater [for sentiment] -to put out fires, especially any cuts received from ragged edges of scrap. Saltwater, to cool machinery, and to sometimes boil alongside candle wax if one is needing a taste of a much missed sea. V. a heart [for detachment] -and none of the passionate, wretched sirens displayed as souls. a heart, if you please, able to take the beating of one sole purpose. The unfortunate heart, drawn on yellowing pages of anatomy volumes— no perfect symmetry, no rounded edges. Hearts, part of the circulatory system have four valves to seep up and pump out oxygen rich blood through arteries, not love, not fear, not anger, not joy, not sorrow. This is science and that is a chemical shortcoming—A heart. A heart is needed to complete a circuit and nothing more.



IX. sandpaper [for abrasion] -to rub away the excess. While doing so, to strengthen your case: “Let me be. I am tired.” For waving in his face when he tells you, “Come to bed.” For the unspoken reply, and for the appearance of business. X. coughing [the reason] -and a single gasp between them, stolen from sullen air. Because the hair which trails down her cheek hangs reminiscent of a noose, A reminder that no priests, no exorcisms, no doctors, no clockwork mechanism could help her now. A proper explanation of hearts, thanks to her—the heart is one’s center, and these chemicals, yes, are a matter of the brain, but it’s the constricting of lungs and involuntary knees and elevated palpitation that carry the burden of this heavy heart. But now, it is all just coughing until the ‘nothing’ hits. XI. A word of advice from the mentor. Drown the butterflies. Burn the bird’s fluttering wings, mute the songs. When knees begin to tremble, sit down. If stuttering occurs, stop speaking. Now shall we begin?



VI. coffee grounds [for distraction] -to prompt remembrance of a boiling kettle and to illustrate normality in the form of coffee rings on book covers and off-white papers. Useful for if and when the stairs vibrate and the door is to be cracked and panels of shadows are to fall across the stone floor. Tea leaves also suffice, more when the moon is full or new and you figure that if monsters are of probable existence, vague predictions may not be so impossible, either. VII. ended sentence [for ignition] -to hang in the air, suspended from a thread tied to the foyer chandelier. For inspiration, and the following silence that trips over itself to fall between two sets of tired lungs, which leak contempt, humiliation, and humanity before the blind inspiration hits. That’s what ended sentences are for—blinding. VIII. rain [for patterns] -for rituals, for water, and for when the autumn moon is shielded, And when reflections off of the slick roads are needed for light. For a probability of lightning, with a possibility of two strikes in the same place if coaxed properly. Rain, to echo the drumming of fingers on rickety tables and to calm the pulse. VALLEY VISIONS 34



Destination to Success



Mohammed Aziz Samim Boise High School



Undeniable



Kristina Scott, Boise High School If I were a piece of jewelry, I would be a ring. Worn on the farthest digit of the hand Out of the way Unthought about. Just another tiny, undeniable piece of you. If you were to remove me You would remove a piece of you. I wrap around your very being in Inextricable ways Sometimes, I get in the way. But you would always miss me. If I were a ring, I would be a plain silver band That wrapped around The finger next to your pinky. Not flashy, Simple Not new either I would be a tarnished silver band There on you through Good times and bad My surface shows My battle wounds Every nic and every bruise I’m just another undeniable piece of you.



Child 4L37K9



Baeleigh Hamlin Borah High School



The Cat and the Peacock



Fiona Powell, Timberline High School She slinks across the moss Each pace is stepped with grace He body is slight, a pelt of white Gleaming from daylight’s rays He face is meek and sleek Pink toes matching pink nose Eyes of a queen, serene and green Brimming with all she knows Sweet paws include harsh claws The teeth of ivory cutlery Four paws on the ground pad on without sound Wearing a fur of finery She spies an absurdly large bird Sporting feathers despite sunny weather It is luminous green and ultramarine To the queen she looks like dinner.



Raku Vase



Julia Hummer Boise High School VALLEY VISIONS 35



Snow Caves



Kayla Miskiv, Borah High School             There isn’t much snow on the desert’s edge.         On the rare days when snow dusts the browning grass and cracked cement with an inch of white, my mother drags my brother and me out of bed. We zip up puffy pants and lace on tight snow boots then, a bit groggy yet ready to work, tramp our way outside. Sharp plastic shovels scrape against pavement as we zigzag across the thin film of accumulated snow. Piles grow like misshapen slugs on either side of the driveway. On most of these days, the driveway’s cleared in minutes. But a simple test can change one of these calm mornings into an excellent one. While snowflakes drift and melt and stain the cement a deeper gray, all I need to do is grab a handful of snow and squeeze it between two stiff gloves. With the snow here usually melting by mid-afternoon, even when it sticks around it’s not necessarily good snow for packing. Conditions only permit for this to happen every once in a while. So if clamping my hands around a clump of snow morphs it into a solid clump, it’s a good morning to build something.         Instead of rolling it into a snowman, though, I backtrack to the already-scooped snow pile on the other side of the driveway. Shovelful by shovelful, I heft up the snow and trudge across the slick driveway, making sure to not falter. One slip on the slick pavement, and I’ll have to spend the next five minutes scraping it up again. It’s a nearly impossible task— almost like sweeping up that last gray line of crumbs with a broom.         Sometimes I venture into the street, shovel in hand, and excavate the clumps of snow untouched by grimy tire tracks. And when the pile’s a decent width and height, I venture into the garage and dig out the gardening spades. Then, I get to work. The ultimate goal is to excavate a snow cave without letting it collapse around me. Preferably it’ll be ‘spacious’ enough to sit upright, but considering I’ve only managed to do that once, I tend to settle for an uncomfortable, neck-craning crouch. The gardening shovel’s metal sides easily carve into the snow bank, and I scoop out and pack it onto the sides again and again. Digging out a cave takes time, and soon I’m the only one remaining in the front yard. My brother’s spent his remaining energy flouncing around, leaving crisscrossed footsteps across the previously-unmarked lawn. And while an uninterrupted blanket of snow does look beautiful in the morning light, messing up our own lawn is no problem.  If I really want to stare at one, I glance across the street. Our neighborhood is full of undisturbed yards.         By the time I’m dually soaked in sweat and melted snow, the snow’s all been scooped out and I can finally crawl into the cave. Soft, blue tinged light streams in from the clouded-over sun, and in there it’s quiet.         And though I know I’ll have to exhaust the hot-water heater then curl up beneath several blankets to warm up, I stay in that cave. The best part of building it is always the dead silence that follows. Everyone else has finished shoveling and gone inside. It feels like a typical Christmas movie scene, with silent snow drifting down around a person walking through a dimly-lit street.         The snow both muffles and amplifies sounds, initially coating everything with a muted silence. When there are sounds, like crunching footsteps or barking dogs in the distance, it feels as though they’re right beside me. But while I just breathe and listen within the cave I built for myself, I feel calm.         And more than anything else, I feel content.



Loyal



Brynn Dittman Capital High School VALLEY VISIONS 36



Elk Heart



Darianne Willey Capital High School
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Oh, What I Would Give



Bailey Ficks, Timberline High School There’s always a trace of her inside my head Whether I am awake or in bed I think that’s already too much said To tell her straight forward, I wouldn’t dare She would find it creepy if she knew I deeply care Since she doesn’t know it’s me, I will share   When I speak about you my words slur How do I talk to the most beautiful girl If perfect isn’t possible, then you are just an imaginary blur It’s all I think about every single day, I no longer want to feel this way I hope this feeling will not stay   It’s too much to have to look at you When there’s nothing that I can do To make you feel this way too Maybe I should let it go Then she will never know I’ll never let these feelings show



The Conductor Madeline Roe Boise High School
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Fight



Natalie Chambers Boise High School



In Defense of Fear



Patrick Higgins, Boise High School “The only thing we have to fear is fear itself.” For so many years we have comforted ourselves with this simple statement. Just as a child clutches a teddy bear when faced with the darkness of a bedroom closet, we adults cling to the belief that fear is a force that can, and should be, overcome. Unfortunately for many the words of Franklin Delano Roosevelt, though inspirational and reassuring, are absolute rubbish. Fear is not our enemy; it is our friend, and a greatly underappreciated part of our nature as animals of this Earth. A life without fear would be a boring – and very short – life indeed. Fear keeps us alive. Where would we be if every soldier charged into battle without some sense of fear to maintain his desire for survival? How many of us would perish if every daredevil chose to perform the most dangerous stunts without any safety precautions due to lack of fear? Without fear, without that creeping blackness of the unknown tucked away in the corners of our minds, we would all be dead. So why is there such a distaste for fear within contemporary fiction? First off, there seems to be a misunderstanding regarding the differences between fear, cowardice, and prejudice. Fear is a defendable, if not commendable, response to the dangers of the world. Cowardice and Prejudice, however, are something like Fear’s bastard brothers – they gum up the soul with hatred: stealing the will to defend oneself or others. Where once there stood the noble desire to simply protect the body and mind, now there is a selfish drive to at the cost of the safety or lives of the innocent. This metaphysical filth should be purged from our minds; the art of fear cannot survive when it is being twisted and deprecated by these evils. Yes, fear is an art. Though it seems dangerously close to falling from grace and becoming nothing but cheap entertainment for the brainless masses. In the days of the Poes and Lovecrafts horror was meant to explore the farthest reaches of human comprehension. These masters of terror knew what mankind was: a miniscule stain upon the universe, ready to be wiped away at any time by the Universal Powers-at-Be. They were able to find those hidden reflections of the real world – those cobwebbed catacombs and ominous oceans known to carry the deep, dark fears that we push out of our dreams. They understood that the universe as we know it is a cauldron boiling with unanswered questions and nightmares of cold, soulless stars waiting to drown us. And they could affix a tap to that reservoir and fill up a cup with that universal horror so that we could all take a sip and shiver. Alas, how the mighty have fallen! Today horror is nothing more than a contest to see who can create the most disgusting special effects on screen, or who can most vividly describe the bloodiest scenes in print. These pieces are only horrific because of their perversion of a once-proud genre: they do not use atmosphere, they do not create a creeping sense of dread in the viewer or reader, and any scares that they offer are short-lived and will fade away after a few moments. While Stoker and Shelly could provoke nightmares with a few drops of blood or the mere suggestion of grave robbing, our contemporary stories must smear blood on every surface and rip out organs like candy from a piñata just to evoke a cheap thrill. Instead of leaving the darkest fears - the fear of the unknown – up to the audience we instead throw graphic violence in their faces, horror just doesn’t treat the viewer as having any intelligence anymore. That’s not to ignore those few remaining defenders of the faith, those artists like Neil Gaiman and James Wan who have managed to preserve the power of mystery, rather than falling back on the crutch of disgust. True, the golden age of horror seems to be behind us, but there is always the chance that the great monsters of our minds may one day return to us. So away with that pornographic trash that we call contemporary horror! Rinse away the congealing lakes of blood and bury the bodies and the guts that clog each page and every frame! Throw out the bigots and cowards that vilify human nature! It is time to bring back the Elder Ones, the Great Abominations, the shadows that lurk just out of the corner of the eye! Let us return to the caverns of our minds to seek out that which we were never meant to know! Down with the cowardice, the prejudice, and the generic disgust: fear will rise again!



Ticking



Anna Schmitz Boise High School VALLEY VISIONS 39



Look Inside of Me Corey Holcombe Timberline High School



Dew Drop



Nick Larsen, Timberline High School In the world of dark and hate With woods teeming with rage and jealousy The sight of a dew drop is heavenly It is an angel’s tear Perched delicately on the edge of the plants Covering all the nastiness underneath And letting them sparkle With a radiance of life From afar From near The luster of the angel’s tear shines to the eyes What divine being So determined Could leave something as beautiful As a dew drop in the despair Of dark and lonely woods As the moonlight hits the dew drop It glimmers As if beaming to the angel who cried it Letting her know That I the lowly dew drop Have made the world ever so slightly greener This angel returns Both Day and Night Bringing life Bringing joy To world so against both She occasionally blesses mortals With a sight of her white feathers And the tenderness of her cherry face With a gentle tear Leaving a pearly river As it descends down her face Those lucky enough to see the angel Will never forget The Dew Drop on her face. VALLEY VISIONS 40



Jane Van Doren



Brooding Through Scarlet Boise High School



Awake



Isabel Cortens, Timberline High School Oh, blessed Intellect Curl your tendrils of wisdom, Wrap me round your thumb So I may string the world onto my very own string. Banished, broken, and begotten All our bodies may be But may your luminescence glare, no blaze, through common deafness to the indefinite world beyond Thee. Provoke my dormant self To think those thoughts that any other hath failed to think. Thieve my eyes from sullen sockets With barren windows left behind, introspective, tunneling to what lies awake within me. Stumbling ‘round as neophytes, all we see Are wisdom’s tendrils curling Out chimneys from afar. Banished, broken, I’ve been forgotten And any ignorance I’ve lost Is swallowed by yet another novice, stumbling in my wake. In such pursuit, I’ve lost my thoughts.



Long Lost Secret



Natalia Digiosia, Boise High School “The marvelous thing is that it’s painless” she said. “How can you be so sure? How could you know that is requires no pain? You have never tried it before,” the young boy looked into her eyes. They locked for several seconds. An embarrassing flush infused the boy’s olive completion. Her lavish, dark hair was tucked underneath a sheer, black scarf. The thin layers wrapped and twisted until it was sheer no more. Her deep brown eyes continued to stare at the boy, though he was turned away. “Coward, don’t you trust me?” she laughed in a sultry smirk. The laugh echoed through the concrete walls in the dank parking garage, strengthening her confidence in every rippling boom. Her black bindi pressed to her forehead; the third eye of spirituality upholding in her origins. It towered over the boy, making him shutter in fear. The young woman then quickly began to unravel the silky cloth wrapped around her head. Slowly, the creamiest, chocolate hair began to overflow onto her shoulders and back. The scarf floated onto the ground next to her, exposing her vulnerability. The window of light emitting from the choppy open cuts of the building shined on her profile. After grazing in her excellent youth, she quickly twisted behind to reach for a strip of matches. Flipping open the tab, she realized that there were only two matches left. The first strike, the match extinguished immediately. She swore in Arabic. By then the boy’s eyes illuminated on the sight on the naked woman. It was dangerously new for the first time. He quickly lowered his curious, frightened eyes down to her hands where she tried to strike the second match. Alas, the fire whickered at the tip. The women shielded the light with her hand as she carried it to her worn scarf. “Wait—A’malah! What are you doing!” He frantically shouted. The sacred scarf erupted in hot flames, sending sparks across the dirty concrete. The boy jumped to his feet and began stomping the fire, “What the hell were you thinking—”. “ENOUGH RAFAY’!” A’malah hissed at him. She pawed at his wobbly knees like a cat protecting its well-deserved catch. He crashed to the floor, and immediately crawled back with all fours. He stopped at a safe distance to observe the mad woman. With the crackling spur of flames drawing a unique backdrop for this masterpiece of a scene, Al’malah’s animal like qualities revealed. Her snarling nostrils and sniping eyes sought upon Rafay’. Her griping teeth gnawed furiously at the flesh of her inner cheeks. It drew silky, irony blood to her mouth, and she didn’t mind the taste. She couldn’t understand why he was judging her actions. She couldn’t comprehend why he was reforming her choices like he was older, stronger than her. “I’m—a— woman!”. Maybe the pain from her cheeks was the reason for why a single tear began to fall from the inner crevasse of her eye. If only that was the real pain. Rafay’ melted into himself at the sight of her tear. That sudden burst of fear deep in his stomach was now gone. She didn’t have the strength to hurt him. The tears in her eyes expressed her weakness. “A’malah, what’s the matter?” Rafay’s squatted knees stepped over to her crunched, shaken body. He gently touched her shoulder with mild precaution. But as he strengthened his grip on her shoulder, he began to feel her presence as a person. She breathed in complete breathes to nourish her pounding chest. She rapidly blinked tears away like normal humans do. A trickle of fluid blotted at her nostril, and she wiped it with the back of her hand. The hot air from her lips cracked through the cold of the parking garage like living puffs of steam, and that was normal. She was the same as Rafay’, not a mad animal, not a beastly woman. For she had a heart, and it pumped like his did. That was when Rafay’ realized that they were similar. “You asked me how I knew it was painless, but truthfully—I—have never experienced it until now. And it really does require pain,” “I don’t understand, we were talking about—you know—guns and stuff…” Rafay’s eyes scurried left and right, embarrassed to use the powerful word. “Don’t be ridiculous,” She shrugged of his hand from her shoulder, and she covered it with her hair instead. “What I just did will mark my suicide. Burning my sacred clothing is like burning my skin. The clothing I wear that covers my body and head represents me—powerless. Who am I when all I live for is to serve a husband?” Rafay’ stood there speechless. His gender was the opposite. He had all the power, and he was too young to know it. Rafay was fourteen and far away from marriage. A’malah though was sixteen and ready to be assigned to her new husband for an eternity. “I’m not ready, and I will never be,” A’malah whispered to herself. As the fire began to extinguish into velvety, dark ashes, and when all that was left of the commotion was the subtle cracks of embers in the silent, barren parking garage, time continued to simmer for years after next, yet that memory always kept secret for those two, young adults. VALLEY VISIONS 41



A Snowflake’s Path



The Doe is Always Watching



Bennett Christensen, Timberline High School



Samah Elshafei, Timberline High School The Doe is always watching A pondering slice of thick sobbing her stare so reposed, but don’t be deceived The Doe is always watching To taunt her with the deceased, will pry her with more glutton and urging Only which will she then be appeased Lascivious tastes seethe in her eye; sparing has vanished to make her pleased The Doe is always watching “One less sadistic child,” she proceeds to benevolently ride with her plotting Only which will she then be appeased



Night comes after the day, always in a cycle. Everything is constant, except for our day-to-day choices. A hug one day and a punch another Our decisions are made from an outside presence Egging us on, daring us to do what we fear. The world is constantly sneaking ideas into our minds Practically being the puppet master of our actions. Life is a snowstorm; the wind controls each snowflake. We are the snowflakes. We are small, but each original and beautiful. Yet we are continuously whisked around by the world around us. Must the snowflakes all fly one way? Focused on following the crowd, we practically give up our individuality. Just to be like the person next to us. To blend in with society and all it’s imperfections. I will marvel at the day when the snow fights against the wind, When being oneself is celebrated and not discouraged. The wind may still be howling on that day, and the cold biting, But it will be the most beautiful storm ever seen.



A bulky grasp quenches her agonizing and it withholds her malicious schemed The Doe is always watching She wears what she has divulged and quickly reseeds, such a creature bares no judging but you have been warned, and you have perceived The Doe is always watching



Rustic



Israel.Palestine Hans Theiler Boise High School
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Auriana Robin Boise High School



Psychotic Surveillance



Gabe Taylor Timberline High School



Nursery Nightmares



Beryl Sabin, Timberline High School Night had fallen, and the humans did sleep. Along the sideboards, shadows did creep. All the toys of the boys in that old creaking house, were dropped to the dark, before the stirring of the grouse. The jack-in-the-box crowed at the carnage below. The velveteen rabbit was flailing about, caught in the under tow, of all the tin soldiers, fighting it out. The ballerina and the china cups stared on at the battle, little glass tears roll down their ceramic snouts. The wounded tin soldier sat high on a peg, clinging to the wall, so as not to submit to the chaos below. Chief among them, near to the centre was a high table, atop which the victors of the last bout from the day were fighting it out once more, this time not an aspect of play. On the shelf across from the china sat the Old Dutch Clock, shouting to its comrade on the ceramics shelves. “What an epic this is!” it cried to the din, as such the Chinese Plate’s response was thin. “As long as it’s been, you’d think they’d be done!” More quietly, it wondered, “Who won?” The Old Dutch clock, right back did cry, “I see that they fight, I just wonder, why?” The Chinese plate paused for a mo’, ‘fore calling back, “I really don’t know!” The answer to these questions see, was in the hearts of Tweedle’s Dum and Dee. When rattles fell and stories did tell, the only thing wrong was the light.



The Mousling Miser



Mitsuko Stoddard Timberline High School
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The Lost Cosmonaut



Eric Bunnell, Boise High School Part 1 Sets of pure white feet nudge themselves through a thick landscape of red sand. Their owners are covered in a white elastic material, from their rounded heads to their undefined toes. Heavy breathing collides with a loud whistle of an upcoming sandstorm. The path they’re walking leads towards a small cave camouflaged with the reddish tint of the endless desert. There the eight creatures sit crisscrossed in an oval, equally apart. With deep concentration small metallic balls begin to rotate around their bodies in a counter clockwise direction. Occasionally, images of planets, stars, black holes and such appear for a few seconds then slowly fade away. The faint whirl of the sandstorm is audible. Part 2 Space is not what Yuri Galgarin first imagined. The vast stretches of stars are beautiful but also menacing. This is not his first time in outer space, but it will be his last, he says to himself every day. It gives him an unimaginable eeriness; complete silence. The endless hours spent staring at the white ceiling of the control room of his ship. The curved walls of the room begin to blur, pulsate, and fade in and out. Slowly the base of his mental health begins to deteriorate and he hallucinates past memories and scenarios, jerking his head to the right as if erasing them like a chalkboard. This is the reason he doesn’t acknowledge the persistent buzz of warning that his ship is adrift in space. Part 3 As his ship floats effortlessly through the stillness, the lights in the room diminish and in the darkness Yuri sees the group of white creatures becoming more illuminated, deep in meditation, not moving, not speaking. While he ponders the origins of these white human-like beings there in the red desert that was his control room, a small red light flashes in tempo in the left corner of his helmet, becoming slower and slower. “What strange creatures,” he thinks, as he breathes his last breath.



Railroad



Zachary Bramwell Capital High School



In Pen



Sergio Rodriguez-Orellana, Capital High School It is not written In graphite or lead, It is not a coal mark Which will fade away. It is written in ink, In permanent pen. And all things we do Shall forever Remain. VALLEY VISIONS 44



Portrait



Mia Chai Boise High School



Umbrellas



Vanessa Wong, Boise High School it was what some would have called the dog days of the spring where the buds had not yet peeked and the stress of final exams were starting to peep over the eyelids of student’s drawn visages. i sat down in freshman English pulled out a pencil and started tapping to the rhythm of my professor’s maroon loafers slapping the linoleum floor four seats to the left three rows down. and soon enough my tapping would die down and all that would be left in the classroom would be the white letters on the board and the orchestras of writing utensils making their marks in hopes to express what the professor in brown loafers would be looking for. i’ve never been much good at speaking but god i’m miss eloquence whenever my brain spills out onto the paper my eyes flick up in a split second to catch my muse for the day (i mean, this is the only class i really enjoy) and the prompt rings clear across the chalkboard what is love i mean that almost sounds like a song that John Haddway might have sung when he was angry at Sarah Smith or Jane Doe or whoever but i know the lyrics and i don’t really think he hit the mark. see in the song he talks about getting hurt and that he doesn’t want this girl to hurt him anymore but see



the thing about pain is that it demands to be felt and most of all by love. i remember when i was 11 i snuck onto Pine Knolls beach when my parents were sleeping and just as the sun had kissed the horizon awake i leaned back on my hands and watched the ocean continually kiss the shore though it was sent away time and time again and then i thought about the sun and the moon and how they barely miss each other as they fall into their “rightful” places. you know sometimes i see the four year old girl swinging her mother’s hands back and forth back and forth like a swing and she tells her mother about the little boy with the peach hands and the voice like silk and how he’s the prince charming Disney has sent her even though he pushes her hugs and Play-Doh made hearts away. and then I think about my mother and father and how i’ve gone from muffling my ears under the pillows to running into their arms opened together again and as my mother said “we’re all under the same umbrella” so even though the rain and the pain torrents around and threatens to drive us apart this love this love will hold us together and i think that is beautiful.



Radical • Kari Wagenman, Boise High School
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